The most commercially unfriendly license is the GPL. The Blackduck report flagged several components as falling under GPL license.
Specifically, the summary lists flags on these components:
MySQL Connector/J (GPL 2.0)
NAnt – A .NET Build Tool (GPL 2.0)
jqueryjs (GPL 2.0)
SharpZipLIB (GPL w/exception)

Appendix A also flags a couple other licenses as “conflicts”, these licenses include:
Eclipse Public License – v 1.0
Academic Free License 2.1
LGPL 2.1

If these licenses are also problematic, then the following components are affected:
ANTLR C# grammar (Eclipse Public License – v 1.0)
Dojo Toolkit – Kitchen Sink Edition (Academic Free License 2.1)
NAntContrib (LGPL 2.1)
wz_tip – wz_tip (LGPL 2.1)

Each of these conflicts are discussed below.
MySQL Connector/J (http://www.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/)
This component is a GPL 2.0 component and needs to be removed from any distribution. Our most recent distributions already have it excluded. It will no be part of any future delivery. Customers using Java and MySQL will already have it installed so it is not necessary. 
NAnt – A .NET Build Tool (http://nant.sourceforge.net/)
This component is part of our internal build tool and it not distributed as part of the SCORM Engine. It was included in the code sent to Blackduck because it was part of a handy little build script we provided to some customers. This build script is no longer necessary and has been removed from current versions. It will not be part of any future delivery, and even if it is, it will not be distributed as part of the SCORM Engine.
jqueryjs (http://jquery.com/)
JQuery is included in our distribution and WILL be re-distributed  with the bundled product. Blackduck flagged JQuery as being a GPL license, however JQuery is dual licensed under both MIT and GPL. The MIT license is commercially friendly.
SharpZipLIB (http://www.icsharpcode.net/OpenSource/SharpZipLib/Default.aspx)
The “w/exception” part of this license makes this component viable for commercial use (see the web site). This component is used on the C# side of our product and not on the Java side. It was only included in the Java version as part of the “handy little build script” that NAnt was included for and which has been removed.
ANTLR C# grammar (http://www.antlr.org/)
This component is only used as part of our internal build script which translates C# code to Java code. It was included in what was sent to Blackduck as part of “another handy build script”, but is not longer included in our distributions. Furthermore, even if it was included, the ANTLR web site indicates that the license is BSD, which is very commercially friendly. (http://www.antlr.org/license.html)
Dojo Toolkit (http://dojotoolkit.org/)
This component is included in our distribution and WILL be re-distributed with the bundled product. It is actually part of the JQuery component discussed above. Just like JQuery, it is dual licensed as both Academic Free and BSD (http://dojotoolkit.org/license). BSD is commercially friendly and their web site explicitly encourages commercial use.
NAntContrib (http://nantcontrib.sourceforge.net/)
Website actually flags this as a GPL component, not the LGPL license Blackduck indicated. Either way, it is not distributed…it is used in conjunction with the Nant tool described above.
wz_tip (http://sourceforge.net/projects/wztip/)
This component is used only in a testing application (the Noddy LMS) that is used during SCORM Engine integrations. It is not distributed as part of the SCORM Engine.
So, in summary:
Of the GPL components flagged, none of them are distributed or relevant, except for JQuery which is dually licensed in a commercially friendly way.
Of the non-GPL components that Blackduck flagged, only Dojo is distributed and relevant. Just like JQuery, Dojo is dually licensed in a commercially friendly way.

